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PREFACE

In 2004, the Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law released *The New York State Legislative Process: An Evaluation and Blueprint for Reform*. Dozens of newspaper editorials endorsed its conclusions. A coalition of 83 organizations, including civic, business, religious and labor groups, formed to press for change. A Lexis/Nexis search reveals at least 1500 newspaper or magazine articles where, echoing the Brennan Center, the Albany government is referred to as “dysfunctional.”

Let’s face it: legislative reform usually is not the subject of much excitement. This report hit with such force not because it revealed things that were new – but because it confirmed what everyone involved knew to be true. New York’s government has been mired in a long era of stagnation and stasis, with critical problems unaddressed and key opportunities missed. Both parties bear responsibility. Both pledged action.

Two years later, how far have we come? How far do we have to go?

On the one hand, as this report card shows, some has changed, but not enough. Two budgets in a row have come in on time, a clearly positive development. Some legislative rules were amended as well. But major reforms remain undone. Rank-and-file lawmakers are still shut out of decision-making; the public still has little practical access to the most basic information; and the essential elements of the legislative process, such as committee hearings on bills, still are hard to find in Albany.

On the other hand, New York is on the edge of major change. Nearly all candidates for statewide offices speak of reform. A new governor will enter office. Voters have made clear they want action. Rarely will the political planets align for reform as they will over the next year.

Legislators themselves, of course, bear the first and greatest responsibility. But they are not alone.

The challenge is especially great for the new governor. Executive leaders seeking policy change often find that an existing hardened system blocks action. To transform an array of state policies, the governor will need to find a way to move decisively and early for reform. Many things must change. As Brennan Center reports and litigation have identified, New York must fix the State’s campaign finance system, which is the worst among those states that claim to regulate money in politics, and must rewrite the system for choosing Supreme Court judges. And other members of the public have been yearning and advocating for new policies on a variety of issues, from taxes to health care.
A strong executive, armed with a mandate and backed by a vocal and persistent citizen reform movement, has long been the best way to win lasting change. But until all legislators are permitted to participate in the process and adequately represent their constituents, New Yorkers cannot expect their voices to be heard, nor can they expect an engaged, innovative Legislature that is the architect of well-developed policy in any area. Such reform won’t happen unless the public demands it: the media, civic organizations, business and labor organizations, and unorganized citizens themselves.

This is a rare reform moment – a once-a-generation opportunity to renew government and politics in New York. We must seize it, taking inspiration from the rallying cry of New York’s greatest governor, Al Smith: “All the ills of democracy can be cured by more democracy.”

Michael Waldman
Executive Director, Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law
INTRODUCTION

In July 2004, the Brennan Center for Justice at New York University School of Law issued a study of the New York State Legislature entitled *The New York State Legislative Process: An Evaluation and Blueprint for Reform.* The report (the “2004 Report”) documented in detail the pervasive deficiencies in New York’s legislative process and offered a blueprint for reform. Specifically, the 2004 Report noted that the state’s legislative rules limited members’ consideration of legislation and their role in shaping policy, prevented the public from participating in the legislative process or accurately assessing the performance of their representatives, and fostered great inefficiencies. Just as significantly, the 2004 Report found that the quantitative data – whether counted in hearings, debate, amendments, conference committees, or even legislators’ presence when they voted – showed these problems to be far greater in New York than in any other state in the country.

As a solution, the Brennan Center recommended more than 20 rules changes to create a more transparent, accountable, and deliberative body. In the months that followed, editorial boards, chambers of commerce, civic organizations and voters from across the state embraced our blueprint and demanded change in the way the State Legislature operates.

To the surprise of many hardened Albany veterans, both houses of the State Legislature responded to the 2004 Report by making changes to their internal operating rules at the start of the new session in January 2005. The Assembly followed up with additional changes in February.

The changes represented the first time in more than a generation that legislative leaders acknowledged that to function properly, the State Legislature needs governing rules that encourage more deliberation, provide greater transparency, and facilitate real accountability.

When these new rules were passed, the State’s legislative leaders promised that the changes they adopted would transform the way the Legislature operated and that even more reform was on the way. Senate Majority Leader Bruno claimed that the reforms passed by the Senate would “make the legislative process more open, effective, and responsive” and “address most of the recommendations made by the Brennan Center.” Assembly Speaker Silver said, “New Yorkers deserve and are entitled to a more efficient, accountable and honest government.” He promised that “making state government more efficient, productive and responsive [would] be among the Assembly’s top priorities” in the 2005–2006 Session.

This report examines the extent to which these promises were kept. Did the chambers actually adopt a significant portion of the 2004 Report recommenda-
tions? And regardless of whether they did, did they keep their promise of creating a more efficient, accountable and deliberative legislature?

The answers to these questions, it turns out, are as unavoidable as they are unfortunate. In spite of some modest reforms, the quantitative evidence from 2005 shows that the State’s legislative process remains broken. To move beyond this dysfunction and effect real change in Albany, the Senate and Assembly need to adopt key rules changes they did not make in January and February of 2005.
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The new rules adopted by the Senate and Assembly in 2005 have brought some change to the legislative process in New York. The Assembly adopted more of the 2004 Report recommendations than did the Senate: eliminating all empty-seat voting in the full chamber, requiring open and regular meetings of the powerful Rules Committee, obligating standing committees to meet at least once a month, and mandating annual oversight hearings by committees to assess agency implementation of programs.9

The Senate made fewer changes – at least one of which can only be characterized as a step backward. Positive steps included eliminating empty-seat voting for any bill on the “controversial” calendar, reducing the maximum number of committee assignments that a Senator may hold to seven, and eliminating the power of the Majority Leader to “star” bills for the purpose of preventing them from being considered by the full chamber.10 On the other hand, the Senate added a rule that requires all future rules changes to be considered and approved by its Rules Committee, rather than being raised and approved by the full chamber on the floor. Because the Rules Committee is controlled by Senate leadership and insulated from public scrutiny,11 this Orwellian move effectively killed any rules changes that the leaders do not embrace.

If seen as first steps toward greater reform, there should be no question that many of the changes made by both chambers in 2005 were positive. However, the quantitative analysis of the Legislature’s performance in 2005 shows that the vast majority of the problems identified in the original report remain deeply endemic in both chambers. In 2005, the only year since the new rules were passed for which complete statistics are publicly available:

- there were few standing committee hearings devoted to a specific piece of major legislation12 that passed into law in either chamber;13
- there were no detailed committee reports attached to major bills;
- leadership continued to maintain near-total control over what legislation reached the chamber floor;
- neither house voted down a single bill that received a vote on the floor;
- there was little floor debate on major legislation; and
- the use of conference committees to reconcile similar bills in each chamber remained the exceedingly rare exception rather than the rule.
Interviews with Senators, their staff, and legislative counsel further indicate that there was no significant change in any of these areas in 2006.\(^{14}\)

Finally, leadership has maintained its near total command over legislative resources, allocating funds based on loyalty and party affiliation rather than objective criteria such as member responsibility and district size. In the 2005–2006 session, majority members in both the Senate and Assembly were given substantially more legislative funds for office resources and staff than their minority counterparts – despite the fact that legislators in the same chamber represent a similar number of constituents.

It is plain from this and other evidence that neither chamber’s 2005 rules changes fundamentally changed the power relationship within the chamber or limited leadership’s iron-clad control over legislation and the ability of members to get bills to the chamber floor for debate and vote. The new and improved legislature that New Yorkers were promised in January 2005 has yet to materialize in any significant way.

In January 2007, the Senate and Assembly will again have the opportunity to change their operating rules. As in 2005, these changes do not require agreement between each chamber’s leaders or gubernatorial approval. Instead, each chamber’s members can unilaterally adopt new rules – although, in the case of the Senate, the Rules Committee will need to approve any changes before the chamber can even consider them. This report offers those members, as well as their constituents, a clear view of what still needs to be done to create a legislature that fulfills its potential as an open and accountable representative body.

Specifically, at a minimum, each chamber should make the following changes:

- **Strengthen the Standing Committees so Rank-and-File Members can Force a Hearing or Vote, even over the Objections of the Committee Chair.**

- **End Leadership’s Stranglehold on Getting Bills to the Floor.**

- **Institutionalize Conference Committees.**

- **End Leadership Control over Resources and Staff.**

In both the discussion (infra at 12–13, 17, 26–27, 29–30) and conclusion (infra at 34) of this report, we detail how each of these goals can be achieved.

There are more changes detailed in the 2004 Report that each chamber could make to improve the legislative process. And the Senate should repeal its 2005 decision to require all future rules changes to be considered and approved by the Rules Committee of the Senate, rather than by the full chamber on the floor. This regressive “reform” served only to consolidate additional power in the Senate.
leadership, which controls the Rules Committee, and undercut the movement for real reform.

But the four key changes detailed above are the most important. They will not magically transform the New York State Legislature into a paradigm of good government; they are, however, vital first steps in that direction.
EFFECTS OF THE 2005 RULES CHANGES

The 2004 Report identified five principal problems with the New York Legislative process. They were:

- Standing committees rarely fulfilled their primary legislative functions;
- The Legislature made it more difficult than any other in the country to move a bill from committee to the floor for consideration without leadership approval;
- There was little debate, amendment, or review of legislation;
- Conference committees, which could be used to reconcile differences between similar bills passed by both houses were rarely used; and
- The Legislature was inefficient and wasted resources.

Below, we review the impact of the changes that were made in 2005 on solving each of these problems. In addition, we provide the minimal reforms that must be made if the Legislature is to have any hope of ending its failures in each of these areas.

DYSFUNCTIONAL STANDING COMMITTEES

In the 2004 Report, we noted that the State Legislature’s committees were weak and ineffective, failing to serve two core legislative functions:

... first, to enable legislators to develop, examine, solicit public and expert feedback upon, and improve bills in a specific area of expertise and to convey the results of their work to the full chamber; and second, to oversee certain administrative agencies to ensure that they fulfill their statutory mandates.15

Specifically, instead of anchoring the legislative process, we found that the committee system in New York “rarely include[d] significant deliberation, policy development, drafting, or amendments to legislation, even for major bills that become law.”16 These failures contrasted starkly with the way committees functioned in Congress and most other state legislatures, where committees are “the locus of most legislative activity.”17

New York’s weak committee system had led to weak legislation: more often than not, legislation did not reflect the collaborative engagement of experts, input from public hearings and reports, or discussion, deliberation, and debate among members of the public and the Legislature.

The reasons for the weak committee system were many. Among the most important reasons identified in the 2004 report were the following:
The Speaker and Majority Leader exercised almost complete control over committee staffing, which deprived committees of the ability to prioritize, consider and develop legislation independent of leadership.\textsuperscript{18}

It was far too difficult for rank-and-file members to compel a standing committee to hold public hearings on pending legislation or to oversee administrative agencies within the committee’s jurisdiction. As we noted in 2004, that difficulty “undermines the effectiveness of the committees and the Legislature as a whole. The public is deprived of an important opportunity to have input into the formulation of policy legislation by their representatives. The Legislature is robbed of the benefit of hearing expert testimony and critiques of a proposed legislative approach...The legislators are deprived of a forum to educate themselves and to debate and mark up proposed legislation.”\textsuperscript{19}

Committees were not required to draft (and rarely did draft) committee reports that set forth the purposes of a bill, the proposed changes to existing law, section-by-section explanation, cost-benefit analysis, procedural and voting history, or any individual members’ comments on the bill. Instead, committees issued only Sponsors’ Memoranda or Committee Bill Memoranda, which either ignored these topics altogether or addressed them in a superficial fashion. More meaningful committee reports, we noted, would allow the full chamber, the courts, and the public to gain a greater understanding of a bill’s potential impact, and they would “encourage[;] if not guarantee[;], that the committee in question [would] in fact analyze, debate, and fully consider a bill.”\textsuperscript{20}

Because legislators in both houses were assigned to so many committees – in the Senate, the average number of assignments was 8, more than in any legislative chamber in the country,\textsuperscript{21} – it became far less likely that they would attend most committee meetings and hearings, develop expertise through committee work, or otherwise devote themselves to the time-consuming work necessary to create effective committees.

New York made it more difficult than any other legislature in the country for a rank-and-file member to obtain consideration of a bill by either her committee or the full chamber.\textsuperscript{22}

\textbf{2005 RULES CHANGES TO THE COMMITTEE PROCESS}

The 2004 Report recommended several changes to the legislative rules that would strengthen committees in New York. The chart below lists those recommended changes and compares them to the actual changes made by the Senate and Assembly in their 2005 operating rules.
Each standing and rules committee shall be authorized to hire and fire its own staff.  

If one fourth or more of the members of a committee petition for a public hearing on a bill or an agency oversight hearing, such hearing shall take place, unless the petition is rejected by a majority vote of the committee.

Committees with jurisdiction over an administrative agency shall hold at least one public hearing per year to hear testimony and gather evidence in order to review the performance of the agency.

All bills reported to the legislative floor must be accompanied by a detailed public committee report.

Attendance at committee meetings shall be mandatory, except upon good cause shown, and committee meetings shall be recorded and the record made publicly available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BC RECOMMENDATION</th>
<th>2005 SENATE RULES</th>
<th>2005 ASSEMBLY RULES</th>
<th>IMPACT ON PRACTICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Each standing and rules committee shall be authorized to hire and fire its own staff.</td>
<td>No change.</td>
<td>No change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>If one fourth or more of the members of a committee petition for a public hearing on a bill or an agency oversight hearing, such hearing shall take place, unless the petition is rejected by a majority vote of the committee.</td>
<td>No change.</td>
<td>No change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Committees with jurisdiction over an administrative agency shall hold at least one public hearing per year to hear testimony and gather evidence in order to review the performance of the agency.</td>
<td>No change.</td>
<td>Annual agency oversight hearings by committees after the adoption of the budget are required to assess the relevant agency’s implementation of programs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>All bills reported to the legislative floor must be accompanied by a detailed public committee report.</td>
<td>“Each bill reported by a standing committee shall be accompanied by a report, and the minority shall file a minority committee report within seven days of the bill being reported out of committee.”</td>
<td>No change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Attendance at committee meetings shall be mandatory, except upon good cause shown, and committee meetings shall be recorded and the record made publicly available.</td>
<td>No change.</td>
<td>A committee member who has three unexcused absences “as determined by the chairperson or ranking minority member... from any regularly scheduled meeting of a standing committee at which bills are scheduled to be considered[,] shall be removed from one or more of the standing committees to which he or she is assigned.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No change.  

No change.  

No change.  

Annual agency oversight hearings by committees after the adoption of the budget are required to assess the relevant agency’s implementation of programs.  

Several Assembly Members and staff interviewed stated that the scope and depth of these committee hearings have been insufficient in detail to adequately assess and regulate these agencies.

The 2005 Senate rules do not specify what information the reports should or must contain. In practice, Senate reports contain little useful information.

Assembly Members report that, unlike in the Senate where there is and has been chronic proxy voting, attendance at committee meetings has been and generally remains good.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BC RECOMMENDATION</th>
<th>2005 SENATE RULES</th>
<th>2005 ASSEMBLY RULES</th>
<th>IMPACT ON PRACTICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Reduced the maximum number of committee assignments to seven, “as far as practicable.”&lt;sup&gt;28&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Members of the Assembly are limited to six committee assignments, with committee chairs limited to five. Ex officio and interim memberships are not counted.&lt;sup&gt;29&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Although the changes in both houses are welcome, six or seven committee assignments is still in excess of the average number of assignments per legislator in almost any other state.&lt;sup&gt;30&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>No change.</td>
<td>No change.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Senate Rule VII, § 3(b) already required minutes of committee meetings to be taken and made public.&lt;sup&gt;31&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No formal change was made, but the Rules Committee, which has in the past been used to silently kill bills before they could get to the floor, now holds public meetings and records votes.&lt;sup&gt;32&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>In spite of the fact that the Senate Rules require minutes of committee meetings, there are no direct or full transcripts of Senate Committee meetings. In general, committee minutes provide little information other than what bills were considered and how members voted.&lt;sup&gt;33&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>The provision from the old rules that permitted proxy voting was removed.&lt;sup&gt;34&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No change made or necessary because proxy voting was already prohibited in the Assembly.&lt;sup&gt;35&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Even though Senators’ votes must now be entered “on a signed official voting sheet delivered to the committee chair,” interviews with Senators and staff indicate that absenteeism and proxy voting are still common.&lt;sup&gt;36&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As the chart demonstrates, while both chambers (and, in particular, the Assembly) made some changes in the way committees operate, the most important reforms – such as giving committees full control over hiring and firing of their own staff, allowing rank-and-file committee members to force a hearing or vote over the objection of a committee chairperson, or requiring detailed committee reports for legislation voted out of committee – were not implemented. Moreover, the Rules Committee still acts as a bottleneck preventing bills from reaching the floor once they have been voted out of committee, Assembly committees do not take any minutes of their meetings (while the Senate’s minutes contain very little useful information other than how members voted), and proxy voting and absenteeism are still pervasive in Senate committees.37

While the Senate now requires that every “bill reported by a standing committee [] be accompanied by a report,” an examination of these “reports” shows that they contain very little useful information; specifically, they do not contain contributions from committee members other than the bill sponsor, committee analysis of the bill or its potential impact (including cost and regulatory impact assessments) beyond mere conclusory claims, evidence or testimony gathered via hearings or other means, or relevant minutes of committee debate or deliberations. Thus, unlike reports produced by committees in Congress and other state legislatures, these reports do not encourage committee member participation in the development of legislation, do not provide other legislators with useful information about the related bill, and do not provide courts and the public with a key source from which to determine the legislative intent behind the bill.38

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF COMMITTEE PERFORMANCE
SINCE 2005 RULES CHANGES39

A review of the legislative record shows that committees remain nearly as weak as they were before the 2005 rules changes. Across the six categories used in the 2004 report to judge the robustness (or lack thereof) of the committee process, there was either no significant improvement or decline on each measure of performance.

Few Committee Reports. Between 1997 and 2001, only 1.1% of the major bills passed by the Assembly, and 0% of the major bills passed by the Senate, were the subject of committee reports. This pattern has not changed since the new rules were passed. In fact, in 2005, there was not a single substantive committee report issued in either chamber for a piece of major legislation.40

Proxy Voting. In the 2004 Report we noted that one Senator, remarking on the frequency of proxy voting in Senate Committees, stated that “lobbyists are more regular attendees of committee meetings than Senators.”41 In January of 2005, the Senate removed language in its rules specifically allowing proxy voting, but they did not replace it with an explicit ban on the practice. In fact, committee members are still permitted to cast votes without attending meetings, and interviews with Senators suggest that members frequently continue to take advantage of this lux-
As we noted in the 2004 Report, the rules of only one other professional chamber, the Pennsylvania Senate, allowed proxy voting in committees.43

**Unanimous Committee Votes and Chairpersons’ Control over Bills in Committee.** As we noted in the 2004 Report, rank-and-file legislators cannot require a committee chair to hold a hearing or a committee vote on a bill, even if a majority of the committee’s members would support doing so. The result was that committee chairs would allow votes only on bills they supported, leaving even popular bills with little or no hope of escaping the committee and making it to the floor. Unanimous committee votes were thus the norm.44 Statistics on committee votes for 2005 show that this remains the norm in both chambers.

Specifically, in the Senate, of the 305 committee votes on major legislation passed in 2005 that we reviewed, only 21 (i.e., 6.9%) were not unanimous. Moreover, on the rare occasions when there was not unanimity, the “no” votes were generally cast by a single committee member: out of a total of 5,650 votes cast on such legislation, there were only 25 (i.e., 0.4%) “no” votes. In the Rules Committee, “no” votes were even more of a rarity: of the 3,099 votes cast on major legislation in 2005 that we reviewed, there were just 8 “no” votes.45

The numbers in the Assembly were similar. Out of the 292 committee votes on major legislation in 2005 that we reviewed, only 28 (i.e., 9.6%) were not unanimous. Out of a total of 5,677 votes cast on this legislation, only 100 (i.e., 1.8%) were “no” votes.46

**Committee Assignments.** In the 2004 Report, we noted that the New York State Senate had more standing committees (32) than all but one other state senate (Mississippi, at 35).47 The New York State Assembly ranked fifth in the nation among lower chambers, with 37 committees.48 As we noted in the 2004 report, “[t]he proliferation of committees saddles lawmakers with an excessive number of committee assignments, and threatens the quality of committee work.”49 In 2005, the Senate reduced the number of standing committees by one, to 31, a step in the right direction but not enough to effect substantial change.50

Both chambers reduced the maximum number of committees on which members could serve, but the limits proved too high to have much practical impact. In terms of actual committee assignments per legislator, the Senate average decreased from just under 8 in 2003 to just under 7 in 2005,51 and the Assembly average held steady at slightly under 5 slots per member.52 These averages remain significantly higher than the averages in virtually every other state legislature in the country.53

**Frequency of Committee Meetings.** We noted in the 2004 Report that “the infrequency of committee meetings [in both chambers] reflects the limited scope of committee work.”54 In 2005 and 2006, many committees continued to meet infrequently, and some not at all.55 For instance, in the Senate, 15 of 31 committees
met five or fewer times in 2005, including the Ethics Committee, which did not meet at all in either 2005 or 2006. Interviews with Assembly Members indicate that the problem of infrequent committee meetings remains endemic in that chamber as well.

CONCLUSIONS ABOUT THE 2005 RULES CHANGES

While the Assembly took important steps by requiring annual agency oversight hearings in relevant committees and mandating attendance at committee meetings, these reforms will be of limited effect by themselves. Neither chamber took the crucial steps necessary to create an even moderately independent, deliberative committee process that could act as an incubator for policy – the kind of system used by Congress and so many other state legislatures.

Furthermore, because it remains nearly impossible for committee members to force their chair to hold a hearing or vote on specific legislation, the committee system does not provide a forum for members to debate and deliberate to ensure that favorably reported bills embody the best policy solutions to meet the public’s interest. These concerns are borne out by the fact that in 2005, almost no committee hearings were held on major legislation that was eventually enacted into law, and nearly all committee votes were unanimous.

Moreover, as they did during the period from 1997 to 2001, the Assembly Speaker and Senate Majority Leader still control nearly all committee resources and continue to have the power to hire – and fire – all committee staff. This means that the most significant policy development and legislative drafting are done not by committee members but by Central Staffers, who are ultimately responsible to the legislative leaders.

Finally, putting a limit on the number of committees on which members can serve was certainly a positive change, and both the Assembly and Senate appear to have enforced these limits. However, the current thresholds are too high, which means that members are still stretched too thin to participate effectively in committee deliberations.

Taken together with the absence of substantive committee reports, limits on forcing hearings or votes, the low attendance rates at committee meetings, and the continued use of proxy voting in the Senate committees, these statistics paint a picture of a committee system that is barely functional – and very far removed from the public interest.

If each chamber is to create a strong committee system, it must make at least three changes to its legislative operating rules:

- A minority of committee members must be able to force a public hearing on a bill unless a majority of the committee publicly votes to reject the request;
One-fourth or more of a committee’s members must be able to force a timely and public committee vote on a particular bill, even if the committee chairperson objects; and

Each committee should have the power to hire and fire professional committee staff, independent of the preferences of the Speaker or Majority Leader.

**BARRIERS TO FULL CONSIDERATION OF LEGISLATION**

In the 2004 report, we noted that New York makes it exceptionally difficult to get a bill to the chamber floor without the consent of the Speaker or Majority Leader, even when the vast majority of legislators publicly claim to support the bill. In the 2004 Report, we concluded that New York’s Legislature made it more difficult to discharge a bill from a committee and get it to the full chamber for consideration than any other legislature in the country.

As a result of these barriers, legislators cannot get votes on legislation important to them and their constituents without leadership approval. In addition, members of minority political parties in each chamber – the Democrats in the Senate and Republicans in the Assembly – have a much more difficult time representing their constituents through legislative action. Finally, voters are often unable to hold their representatives accountable for failing to act on difficult or controversial issues; all too often, as demonstrated in the case study on page 18, legislative leaders will prevent such difficult or controversial issues from ever coming to a public vote.

The 2004 Report identified three key barriers to full consideration of a bill that allowed the Speaker and Majority Leader “to prevent any bill from reaching the floors of their respective chambers without the certainty of passage and, presumably, without their support.”

- New York’s Legislature placed “more restrictions than any other state legislature on motions to discharge a bill from a committee to the floor for a vote.”

- The Senate Majority Leader had the power to “star” any matter listed on the calendar, and prevent any action from being taken on the matter until a date of his or her own choosing. In 2004, New York State’s Senate was the only legislative chamber in the country that granted such unilateral authority over legislation to its leader.

- Legislative leaders had full control over the order of bills placed on the calendars – and full discretion over whether to place a bill on the calendar at all. As of 2004, the New York Senate and Assembly were two of only three chambers nationwide to grant leaders this power for the second-reading and special-order calendars, and two of only five chambers to grant leaders this power for the third-reading calendar (on which final votes on passage are taken).
2005 RULES CHANGES TO BARRIERS TO FULL CONSIDERATION

The 2004 Report made eight recommendations to reduce the barriers to getting bills from committee to the full chamber floor. Below is a chart that lists those recommended changes and compares them to the actual changes made by the Senate and Assembly in the 2005 Rules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BC RECOMMENDATION</th>
<th>2005 SENATE RULES</th>
<th>2005 ASSEMBLY RULES</th>
<th>IMPACT ON PRACTICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 If three or more members of a committee petition for a vote on a bill, the chair shall schedule such vote as soon as practicable in the current legislative session and in any event no later than ten days before the end of the session.</td>
<td>No change.</td>
<td>The Assembly already had the “Form 99” process, which allows committee members to petition to the Committee Chair for a vote. That process, however, only requires a vote before the end of the two-year session.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Any elected member of the chamber shall be allowed to make a motion to discharge a bill from committee, and the sponsor’s agreement shall not be required.</td>
<td>No change.</td>
<td>No change.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Motions to discharge shall be allowed at any time after 20 days has passed since the bill was referred to the committee and until five days before the end of the legislative session.</td>
<td>Motions to discharge are now allowed after 30 days (as opposed to previous 60-day requirement).</td>
<td>The cutoff date for discharge motions was extended from the second Tuesday in April to the fourth Tuesday.</td>
<td>While these changes are a modest improvement, the time restrictions on discharge motions are still far greater than those in the vast majority of state legislative chambers in the country.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 There shall be no limit on the number of discharge motions within a legislative session.</td>
<td>No change.</td>
<td>No change.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Debate on a motion to discharge shall not be limited in duration, except that such debate shall be closed by a majority vote of the elected members of the chamber.</td>
<td>The sponsor of a discharge motion is now allowed ten minutes, instead of five, to explain the motion.</td>
<td>No change.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As the chart indicates, the Senate and Assembly took some very limited steps to reduce the power of leadership to prevent bills from being debated or receiving a vote on the chamber floor. For instance, in the Senate, the Senate Temporary President (who is also the Majority Leader) is no longer able to “star” bills to prevent full consideration by the full chamber; discharge motions are now allowed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BC RECOMMENDATION</th>
<th>2005 SENATE RULES</th>
<th>2005 ASSEMBLY RULES</th>
<th>IMPACT ON PRACTICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 Bills must be discharged from a committee and placed on the calendar upon motion approved by a majority of the elected members of the chamber.</td>
<td>The Temporary President (who is the Majority Leader) is no longer able to “star” bills to prevent consideration by the full chamber.(^{71})</td>
<td>No change.</td>
<td>The Senate’s elimination of the Majority Leader’s “starring” power is commendable, if long overdue. By failing to enact reforms permitting committee members to discharge bills, however, the Majority Leader still has de facto starring power through his or her control of the calendar. The Senate did not eliminate the power of the Majority Leader to control which bills voted out of committee will make it onto the so-called “Active List.” If a bill is not placed on the Active List by the Majority Leader, it will not be voted on by the full Senate chamber.(^{72})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Every bill that is voted out of committee shall be placed on the calendar and must be considered and voted upon by the full chamber within 60 days, or prior to adjournment, whichever comes first.</td>
<td>No change.</td>
<td>No change.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 All votes on discharge motions shall be taken by slow roll call and the votes of each member recorded as a public record.</td>
<td>No change.</td>
<td>The Assembly already required a public recording of discharge motions.(^{73})</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
after a bill has sat in committee for more than 30 days, as opposed to 60 days, without a vote; and the cutoff date for discharge motions has been extended from the second Tuesday in April to the fourth.74

However, the Senate did not reverse a “new” rule, instituted in 2001, that requires discharge motions to be taken by “canvass of agreement.” In such votes, Senators who support discharge raise their hands. “No” votes are neither taken nor recorded. The result is that when a popular bill is kept by a majority of Senators from moving out of committee and to the floor, there is no public record of which Senators were responsible.75 Accordingly, Senators can kill a bill by abstaining from a discharge vote.

The Assembly also took limited steps to reduce the obstacles to discharge motions. Most notably, the Assembly now requires members to be present to vote on these motions, and the body seems to be enforcing its requirement that the Rules Committee, which in the past has been used to silently kill bills before they reach the floor, must hold public meetings and record votes.76

However, these modest changes in the Assembly fall far short of what would be necessary to make it substantially easier to bring bills to the floor. In both chambers, restrictions on discharge motions remain far more onerous than those used in other states.77 It is exceptionally rare for a bill, no matter how popular, to be removed from committee to the floor by a discharge motion.78 In fact, in interviews with several legislators, their staffs and legislative counsel, no one could recall an instance in their careers when a discharge motion was successful.79

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE SINCE 2005 RULES CHANGES

Leadership Control over Bills Coming to the Floor. Between 1997 and 2001, the Senate voted on 7,109 bills. Between 1997 and 1999, the Assembly voted on 4,365 bills. Not a single one of these bills was rejected in either chamber.80 This is a clear indication of the amount of control leadership exercises over which bills reach the chamber floor. Evidence from 2005 suggests this iron grip has not changed since new rules were adopted: in 2005, the Assembly voted on 1,649 bills and the Senate on 1,650 bills. None were rejected.81

Lack of Dissent. Leadership’s refusal to bring controversial legislation to the floor can also be demonstrated by the lack of dissent in floor votes. Of the 317 major bills passed in 2005, only 44 in the Senate (i.e. 13.9%) and 89 in the Assembly (i.e. 28.1%) received any no votes at all. Only 3.6% of major bills passed by the Senate and 4.4% passed by the Assembly were opposed by at least 10 percent of the chamber’s membership.82

No Successful Discharge Motions. It remains nearly impossible to get a bill out of committee without the support of a committee chairperson. There was not a single successful discharge motion in 2005 or 2006.83
CONCLUSIONS ABOUT 2005 RULES CHANGES

While both the Senate and Assembly took some steps toward reducing the barriers to full consideration of legislation, it is still impossible for legislators to move a bill out of committee and to the floor without the consent of the chambers’ leaders. This is true regardless of whether the bill was voted out of the committee or how much support it might have.

If the absolute power of leadership over the fate of bills is to change, the Senate and Assembly must adopt a rule that provides a mechanism for rank-and-file legislators in the Legislature to bring bills that have been voted favorably out of committee, or that have the support of a majority of members, to the floor for debate and a vote (even over the objection of the Majority Leader or Speaker). One possible solution would be to adopt a rule that every bill voted out of committee must be placed on the calendar, considered, and voted on by the full chamber within a relatively short time frame (e.g., 60 days) or prior to adjournment, whichever comes first.
BARRIERS TO FULL CONSIDERATION OF LEGISLATION: A CASE STUDY

Recent attempts by Senator Carl Marcellino of Syosset and Assemblyman Thomas DiNapoli of Great Neck to amend New York’s wetlands preservation laws demonstrate how barriers in the Legislature can prevent broadly popular legislation from receiving a floor vote. The effort to get a vote in the Senate on wetlands preservation legislation is particularly telling because it was thwarted both in 2004 (before new Senate rules were adopted) and in 2005 (after new rules were adopted), despite the fact that in both sessions, a majority of Senators claimed to support the legislation.

For several years, environmental groups have called New York’s wetlands protection laws the weakest in the Northeast. A 2001 Supreme Court decision in Solid Waste Agency of Northern Cook County v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers94 (“SWANCC”) and subsequent federal actions made this problem more acute, leaving a significant percentage of New York’s wetlands unprotected. In reaction, Senator Marcellino and Assemblyman DiNapoli introduced legislation in their respective chambers designed to strengthen protection of New York’s wetlands. In 2004 and again in 2005, the Assembly passed this bill.

In the Senate, however, the bill stalled both years. This happened even though the vast majority of Senators claimed to support it,85 and Governor Pataki proposed virtually identical legislation in 2005.86 To his credit, Senator Marcellino steered his bill through the Environmental Conservation Committee (which he chaired), where it was favorably voted out by wide margins in 2004 and 2005. But it never reached the full Senate floor for debate, let alone a vote.

In early June 2004, the bill was favorably voted out of the Senate Environmental Conservation Committee.87 Pursuant to Senate rules, the bill was sent to the Rules Committee, which must consider all bills moved through standing committees after late May of every session.88 For the next six months, the bill sat in the Rules Committee, which is chaired by Senate Majority Leader Joseph L. Bruno. Environmental groups say that during this six-month period, Senator Marcellino and other Senate supporters asked Senator Bruno on several occasions to move the bill through the Rules Committee and onto the floor for a vote.89

In 2005, Senator Marcellino avoided the Rules Committee by getting the bill passed through the Senate Environmental Conservation Committee in April (before the Rules Committee would gain jurisdiction over the bill), by an 11-to-1 vote.90 Despite this lopsided vote, the fact that Senator Marcellino chaired the Environmental Conservation Committee, and the apparent support of 49 of the Senate’s 62 members,91 the Senate Majority Leader would not place the bill on the “Active List.” Consequently, it never reached the Senate floor for debate and a vote.
**INSUFFICIENT DEBATE, LACK OF AMENDMENTS, INADEQUATE REVIEW**

The New York State Legislature has not only failed to seriously scrutinize the laws it enacts; it has routinely failed to engage in any public deliberation of its legislation whatsoever. As the 2004 Report commented:

> In most legislatures, the procedural rules and practices encourage and even require legislators to read, consider, debate, and amend bills before voting on them in person. By contrast, New York’s Legislature discourages and even precludes such deliberative activities by legislators.92

The absence of deliberative activities means that rank-and-file legislators do not have a meaningful opportunity to comment on or have input into bills on the floor. This is particularly damaging in New York because the committee process also does not provide such opportunities, nor does it produce substantive reports. Most bills are voted on without ever being subject to detailed analysis in the committees or debate and amendment in the full chamber. Many bills are rushed through in the final days of the legislative session. Floor votes have become rubber stamps. *The New York Times* noted wryly in a July 2004 editorial that “[w]hen Assembly members began a verbal exchange on the floor last month about the horrors of junk food versus the joys of chocolate, the moment was viewed by Albany veterans as an extremely good day for democracy.”93

The lack of debate, amendment, and review has serious consequences. Legislators make enormously significant decisions without adequate information and without being compelled to publicly explain their logic. Voters are denied a public conversation on the pros and cons of legislation, which hinders their ability to participate and hold representatives accountable. Courts are further deprived of interpretive guidance. Bad laws – laws that contain errors or that would have been unpopular had they received any real attention – get enacted. The legislature becomes a less transparent, less engaged, less democratic body.

The 2004 Report identified four main ways in which the Legislature’s operating procedures stymied deliberation in the full chamber:

- Each house, but especially the Assembly, placed formal constraints on debate beyond what is healthy or necessary.94 The Assembly was rare among state legislative chambers in limiting both the duration and frequency of debate.95 Although legislators could, of course, contemplate and discuss pending bills in private, “at no point in the legislative process prior to the floor vote [was] there any opportunity for members to hear from each other in an open forum about the policy implications of a specific piece of legislation.”96 The intra-house, intra-party caucuses offered no substitute, because they were closed to the public and to legislators from the other party.

- The New York State Constitution requires that legislators have at least three
days to read and consider a bill before voting on its final passage. There is an exception to this rule, however, when the Governor certifies “under his or her hand,” with supporting facts, that speedier action is needed in a declaration known as a “message of necessity.” The 2004 Report found that, far from being used only for emergencies, messages of necessity were used on a regular basis to bypass the constitutionally mandated three-day consideration period.

Neither house employed a voting procedure known as “fast roll call” voting, whereby members’ votes are counted automatically as affirmative unless they take action to record a negative vote. Only upon the request of one member in the Assembly or five members in the Senate would a slow roll call — whereby individual legislators actually have to vote “aye” or “nay” — have to be taken on a final vote. A Brennan Center survey found that less than one-fourth of the country’s legislative chambers ever used the fast roll call procedure; the New York Senate and Assembly, in stark contrast, almost never failed to use it.

Both houses also employed a voting procedure known as “empty seat voting,” in which members who are physically absent or who fail to raise their hand are counted as affirmative votes. Empty seat voting was routine in both houses despite longstanding public criticism and despite the New York Constitution’s requirement that no bill shall “be passed or become a law, except by the assent of a majority of the members elected to each branch of the Legislature.” A Brennan Center survey found that no other state routinely allowed empty seat voting (a few others allowed it in special circumstances).

2005 RULES CHANGES TO DEBATE, REVIEW, AND PASSAGE OF BILLS

To create a legislative process that encouraged greater public debate and deliberation, the Brennan Center recommended four reforms. (See Table 3.)

As the chart reflects, the Legislature’s reforms in this area were mixed. The Assembly eliminated empty seat voting and fast roll call voting for votes on the final passage of bills. The Senate made a positive change in eliminating empty seat voting for bills on the “controversial” calendar. Yet neither house’s reforms did anything meaningful to curb the excessive reliance on messages of necessity, to foster greater debate and review, or to open up the legislative party conferences — arguably the only locus of collective policy discussion in the entire Legislature — to the public. Finally, the Assembly still allows members to speak no more than twice on the same subject (unless granted special leave), limits their presentations to fifteen minutes (unless two-thirds of those present consent to an extension), and allows members two minutes to explain their votes.
### TABLE 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BC RECOMMENDATION</th>
<th>2005 SENATE RULES</th>
<th>2005 ASSEMBLY RULES</th>
<th>IMPACT ON PRACTICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Votes by members shall be recorded and counted only when the member is physically present in the chamber at the time of the vote and personally indicates whether s/he wishes to vote “aye” or “nay.” Such votes shall be made available as a public record.</td>
<td>Empty seat voting was eliminated for bills on the “controversial” calendar but not for bills on the non-controversial calendar.(^{104})</td>
<td>Empty seat voting and fast roll call voting have been eliminated for votes on the final passage of bills, though they remain the default for other types of votes.(^{106})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>No messages of necessity shall be approved by the Governor unless (a) at least two-thirds of the elected members of the chamber in question have voted to request such message and (b) the Governor has personally reviewed and signed such message as intended by the Constitution.</td>
<td>No change.(^{107})</td>
<td>The Rules Committee must now approve acceptance of messages of necessity; all such approval will be by publicly recorded vote.(^{108})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Debate on a bill shall not be limited to less than five hours and, if at all, shall be limited only by a majority vote of the elected members of the chamber.</td>
<td>The time limit on debate of bills is now set at four hours. There is no means to extend this limit, and after two hours the possibility remains of ending debate by majority vote.(^{109})</td>
<td>No change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>When considering bills, legislative party conferences shall be convened and remain in open session unless closed with respect to a specific bill by a vote of four-fifths of the elected members of the conference.</td>
<td>No change.</td>
<td>No change.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE SINCE 2005 RULES CHANGES

The most visible effect of the 2005 rules changes was to eliminate empty seat voting in the Assembly and greatly reduce its use in the Senate. New York’s legislators now must generally show up in person if they want their votes to count.

On the other hand, there is still almost no real debating or amending of bills on the floor of either chamber. The end-of-session legislative logjam remains as bad as ever. And bills do not come to the floor for a vote unless they are guaranteed to pass, usually with little or no dissent. In other words, both houses eliminated the most glaring and embarrassing symbol of dysfunction, while doing little to resolve the substantive problem.

Rare debate. Between 1997 and 2001, 95.5% of the major bills in the Assembly and 95.1% of the major bills in the Senate passed without any substantive debate on the floor.\(^1\) 81.8% of major bills passed the Assembly and 70.8% passed the Senate without any discussion whatsoever.\(^2\)

Remarkably, there was even less debate in 2005 after the new rules were passed. 96.8% of major laws passed by the Senate and 95.3% of major laws passed by the Assembly were not subject to any substantive floor debate. Similarly, 89.9% of the major laws passed in the Senate and 89.0% of major laws passed in the Assembly were passed without any discussion on the floor at all.\(^3\)

Rare Amendments. None of the 308 major bills analyzed from 1997 through 2001 were amended by the full chamber on the floor of the Senate or the Assembly, and none of the “off the floor” amendments to those bills were debated on the floor of either chamber.\(^4\)

In 2005, some amendments were made to bills after they were reported from the final committee in both chambers; 11.0% of major bills in the Assembly and 17.7% in the Senate were “amended on third reading.”\(^5\) However, none of these amendments were debated or voted on in the full chamber, which means that there is no record of deliberation and no way of holding individual legislators responsible for these changes. As in 1997-2001, there was also no debate on “off the floor” amendments in either chamber.\(^6\)

Excessive messages of necessity. The 2004 Report criticized the Legislature for its excessive use of messages of necessity between 1997 and 2001.\(^7\) As we noted at that time, “the process facilitates the passage of major legislation without any debate or participation by legislators.”\(^8\) As Table 4 demonstrates, the number of messages of necessity used in 2005 was still quite large, though substantially less than the peak number reached in 2000.\(^9\)

The drop in the number of messages of necessity since 2000 may be attributable to public pressure and other recent attention given to its abuse in the media.\(^10\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Message of Necessity Used for Vote in at Least One Chamber</th>
<th>Message of Necessity Used for Vote in Both Chambers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Empty Seat Voting. The authors of the 2004 Report were not able to obtain precise statistics on how often the Assembly used empty seat voting from 1997 to 2001, but interviews suggested that the practice was the rule rather than the exception. Because of the rules reforms made in 2005, the Assembly no longer uses empty seat voting for final votes on the passage of bills.\textsuperscript{122}

By contrast, the Senate’s new rules require only that Senators be present to vote for bills on the “controversial” calendar. While any Senator may request that a bill be placed on the controversial calendar, Senators have estimated that between 5\%\textsuperscript{123} and 15\% of bills are typically placed on the controversial calendar in any given session.\textsuperscript{124} This percentage is much lower at the end of session, when members are deluged with bills.\textsuperscript{125}

End-of-Session Logjam. Between 1997 and 2001, 21.4\% of major bills were passed in the Senate and 24.0\% in the Assembly either during the final three days of the legislative session or during a special session day after the final day of the regular session.\textsuperscript{126} This problem has only become worse since the 2005 rules were adopted. In 2005, 36.0\% of major bills were passed in the Senate and 40.4\% in the Assembly during these last possible days.\textsuperscript{127}

### CONCLUSIONS ABOUT 2005 RULES CHANGES

The ban on empty seat voting, which the Senate applied only to “controversial” bills, was the “blockbuster” rules reform of 2005 for both houses. And indeed, it is a salutary, if long overdue, development. The Brennan Center applauds both houses for ending the embarrassment of counting absent legislators as if they were present and voting “yes.”

It remains to be seen how this reform will influence the legislative process. At least one commentator believes that “[t]he fact that [legislators] now have to sit in their seats has fundamentally changed the way Albany operates: it has forced lawmakers to experience the legislative process collectively.”\textsuperscript{128} In the Assembly, at least, the ban on empty seat voting, coupled with the new possibility of sanctions for missed committee meetings,\textsuperscript{129} has reportedly helped spur some members to show up to work more frequently\textsuperscript{130} and review bills more carefully.\textsuperscript{131}

Other changes necessary to ensure the consideration, debate, and amendment of bills, however, were not enacted by either chamber. Messages of necessity still occur more frequently than what can reasonably be considered “necessary,” legislators continue to pass many bills after having had only a few days to review and consider them, and the end-of-session logjam persists.

Even more troubling is the Legislature’s continued failure to debate or amend bills on the floor. In 2005, as in years prior, nearly every bill passed unanimously, and there was almost no meaningful debate on the floor. Bills come up for a vote and are summarily passed. This is most certainly because leadership will not
allow a bill to come to the floor unless it is certain that the bill will pass. That is troubling for at least two reasons: first, it means that divisive but important legislation has significantly less chance of receiving a vote; and second, citizens are deprived of the opportunity to hold individual representatives accountable for this failure by reviewing their voting records on matters that do not command unanimity.

If either chamber is to have real public debate on the floor, leaders must cede some control over which bills are considered by the full Legislature. There must be some way for rank-and-file legislators to bring to a floor vote bills that have been favorably voted out of committee or have the support of a majority of members – even in the Majority Leader or Speaker objects.

There are at least four different ways to achieve this:

- The Senate and Assembly could provide that, on the motion of a majority of members of the chamber, any bill will immediately come to the floor for a debate and vote. The United States House of Representatives and the Massachusetts Senate, among other chambers, have adopted similar practices. In both chambers, a majority of members can force a bill to the floor for a vote through a discharge vote (or series of discharge votes) both before and after the bill has been voted out of committee.

- The Senate and Assembly could mandate that all bills come to the floor for debate and a vote within a certain number of days after they have been voted out of committee and passed through their automatic “second” and “third” readings. The California Senate and the Massachusetts Assembly, for example, have adopted this approach.

- The Senate and Assembly could allow any member to bring a bill out onto the floor by his or her own motion once it has been reported out of committee, as is done in the Pennsylvania Assembly and Wisconsin Senate.

- Finally, the Senate and Assembly could permit members to bring non-germane amendments to most bills. In practical terms, this would mean allowing legislators to obtain a floor vote on nearly any piece of legislation, as long as it was presented as an “amendment” to pending legislation, whether or not it was relevant to that legislation. This is often how minority party and rank-and-file members of the United States Senate have brought legislation to the floor.

There is much more that the chambers can do to increase deliberation, debate and review of legislation on the chamber floor: limiting the use of messages of necessity, easing the restrictions on debate, and opening up the legislative party conferences would all be positive steps. But until both chambers provide some mechanism for bills and issues to get to the floor, leadership will continue to have near-total control over what is considered, debated, voted on and ultimately passed.
INFREQUENT CONFERENCE COMMITTEES

The 2004 report noted that New York had no established mechanism to reconcile differences between bills passed by the two houses and thereby “prevent complete legislative failure if the Speaker and Majority Leader [could not] resolve their differences directly in closed-door negotiations.” All too often the result was gridlock, even for bills that had overwhelming support.

The situation in New York stands in stark contrast to that in other state legislatures, where the use of conference committees is routine: One 1999 study found that the average state chamber had used 59 conference committees in that year alone. On the other hand, in New York, conference committees were used only rarely and never in a systematic fashion. Instead, most often, to pass a bill into law one chamber had to substitute the other chamber’s version of the bill for its own, with the leaders of the two chambers working out any differences without the input of rank-and-file members.

The Senate and Assembly have for years shared a joint rule that allows for the possibility of conference committees, but this rule contains no mandatory or even hortatory language, and it vests power to convene conference committees exclusively with the two leaders.

2005 RULES CHANGES TO CONFERENCE COMMITTEES

The 2004 Report recommended one pivotal reform to expand the use of conference committees. Table 5 compares it with the changes made by the Legislature in 2005.

As the chart suggests, the Assembly made more effort than the Senate in 2005 to provide a mechanism for mandating conference committees in certain circumstances. The Assembly’s proposal for mandatory joint budget conference committees would have been a positive reform, but the Senate did not adopt it. There are still no provisions in the rules of either chamber that make routine bill reconciliation mandatory.

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE SINCE 2005 RULES CHANGES

In 2005 and 2006, the Senate and Assembly appear to have convened more conference committees reconciling bills than in the past, at least for budget resolutions and “non-major” legislation. In particular, in addition to budget conference committees, there was a public conference committee to resolve differences in the State’s implementation of the federal Help America Vote Act (though this conference committee meeting came painfully late, long after New York failed to implement important elements of the Act – this delay eventually led the United States Department of Justice to sue New York State for non-compliance).
Some commentators viewed the budget conference committees as little more than a publicity stunt, with the real negotiations occurring behind closed doors. Nevertheless, 2005 and 2006 marked the first years in over two decades that the New York State Legislature passed its budget on schedule. While increased pressure from the public, the media, and several watchdog groups certainly spurred the legislators to this timeliness, their use of conference committees also helped facilitate that result. As many have noted, the conference committee process provided a crucial, open forum in which the two houses could work out a fiscal compromise.

But the budget conference committees were outliers. In 2005 and 2006, conference committees on major legislation continued to be exceptionally rare. For all practical purposes, the Speaker and Majority Leader must still resolve their differences before similar bills can be reconciled, regardless of the views of the public or other legislators.

## CONCLUSIONS ABOUT 2005 RULES CHANGES

As the experience of the 2005 and 2006 budget conference committees suggests, such negotiations can play an extremely constructive role in New York.

### TABLE 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BC RECOMMENDATION</th>
<th>2005 SENATE RULES</th>
<th>2005 ASSEMBLY RULES</th>
<th>IMPACT ON PRACTICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 When bills addressing the same subject have been passed by both chambers, a conference committee shall be convened at the request of the prime sponsor from each chamber or the Speaker and Majority Leader. Such conference committee shall include members from each chamber appointed by the Speaker and Majority Leader who shall represent in number the majority and minority in each chamber in proportional fashion. Such committee shall convene for a “mark up” session within two weeks of such a request to reconcile the differences in the two chambers’ bills before final passage. These sessions shall be open to the public and shall be transcribed.</td>
<td>No change.</td>
<td>The Assembly created a new Committee on Conference Committees, which “shall meet as necessary to review legislation passed by both houses for the purpose of making recommendations for the convening of conference committees” and which “may review requests for conference committee made by the introducer of legislation.”</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Senate did not adopt this proposed change.
Conference committees could not only prove useful for overcoming legislative gridlock, but also for making the legislative process more deliberative, more transparent, more effective, and – with the right procedures in place – more democratic.149

However, the budget conference committees notwithstanding, such public meetings to reconcile competing bills passed in both houses remain exceptionally rare, particularly for major legislation. While the culture of avoiding conference committees may have changed to some degree in Albany in the past two years, it has changed at a glacial pace.

The key is to institutionalize a role for conference committees and to democratize this role, rather than leaving it to the whim of the house leaders. The Assembly’s new Committee on Conference Committees is a start, but it does not provide any clear, broadly-accessible mechanism for triggering a conference committee, and it does not give the minority party a sufficiently large voice to ensure that the Committee can act independently of the Speaker.

Ultimately, the best way to ensure that similar bills in each chamber receive a conference committee is to adopt the recommendations in the 2004 Report: when bills addressing the same subject have been passed by both chambers, a conference committee should be convened at the request of the prime sponsor from each chamber or the Speaker and Majority Leader. Such conference committees should include members from each chamber and should proportionally represent the majority and minority of each chamber. The committee should convene for a “mark-up” session within two weeks of the request to reconcile the differences in the two chambers’ bills before final passage, and these sessions should be transcribed and open to the public.

### LEGISLATIVE INEFFICIENCY, HIGH COSTS, UNFAIR DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS

The New York Legislature is extremely inefficient in its use and distribution of funds. As of 2004, New York legislators introduced “more bills than in any other state legislature yet enact[ed] a lower percentage of bills into law than all but two other legislatures.”150 As we noted in the 2004 Report, this disparity suggested that “substantial member resources are inefficiently devoted not to the relatively few bills that pass the Legislature but to the mountain of bills that will never reach a committee vote much less become law.”151 It may also allow Senators and Assembly members to avoid responsibility for the failure of the legislature to act on important, popular issues. As Senator Lachman has noted in his book *Three Men in A Room*, “[w]hen elections roll[] around, otherwise impotent legislators point[] to the many bills they . . . sponsored . . . [though these] bills were crafted not to pass . . . but simply to impress voters or wealthy individuals and interest groups that could be counted on to contribute big money to their campaigns.”152
In addition to the evidence that legislators were not using their time efficiently, the 2004 report presented considerable evidence that house leaders used their control over resources to reward or punish members based on their loyalty, rather than ensuring that resources were allocated for their most efficient use. The resources they controlled were vital to rank-and-file members and included not just committee staff budgets, but the budget for each member’s personal staff, travel reimbursements and office equipment. Not surprisingly, the minority conference in each chamber received substantially less than their share of members would warrant.

This control, we noted, created a strong disincentive for rank-and-file members to challenge their leader’s approach to legislation or to procedural rules. More specifically, we feared, this control would prevent members from publicly supporting “any changes to the procedural rules that could lessen the authority of the chambers’ leader, regardless of the merit of those changes.”

### 2005 RULES CHANGES ADDRESSING INEFFICIENCY/HIGH COSTS/UNFAIR DISTRIBUTION

In 2004, the Brennan Center made two important recommendations for making the State Legislature more efficient and less wasteful. (See Table 6.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BC RECOMMENDATION</th>
<th>2005 SENATE RULES</th>
<th>2005 ASSEMBLY RULES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Each member shall be limited to introducing 20 bills in the Assembly and 30 bills in the Senate in each session.</td>
<td>No change.</td>
<td>No change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 All members shall receive equal funding for the operating costs and staff of their individual offices, regardless of the member’s party affiliation or seniority.</td>
<td>No change.</td>
<td>No change.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE SINCE 2005 RULES CHANGES

Neither chamber made real changes in this area in 2005. Not surprisingly, our research shows that the Legislature continues to be grossly inefficient and to allocate resources unfairly.
Bills Introduced and Enacted. During the period studied in the 2004 Report, more bills were introduced in New York than in any other state, while the percentage of bills enacted into law was lower in only two states (New Jersey and North Carolina).\textsuperscript{158} After the 2005 rules were adopted by the Senate and Assembly, little changed.

In 2005, the Senate introduced 6,021 bills, and the Assembly introduced 9,078 (roughly the same number introduced during each year studied in the 2004 report).\textsuperscript{159} Only 8.2% of bills introduced in 2005 in the Senate were enacted (compared to 7.1% for the period studied in the 2004 report) and 3.1% of bills introduced in the Assembly were enacted (compared to 2% for the period studied in the 2004 report).\textsuperscript{160}

Unequal Funding. In New York, the Speaker and Majority Leader effectively control funds available for each member’s personal staff, as well as necessary expenses, such as computers, mailing and printing costs for newsletters and travel reimbursements.\textsuperscript{161} Both continue to make more funds and resources available to members of the majority party than members of the minority party who have equal responsibility.\textsuperscript{162} The effect is that constituents who elect a minority party representative (i.e., a Democrat in the Senate or a Republican in the Assembly) are punished.

A review of the amount spent by legislators in the last session shows how disparate member funding is. For the period of October 1, 2005 through March 31, 2006, members of the Senate majority spent on average $361,143.90 per office, while members of the minority spent $197,390.80 – an average difference of $163,753.10. In other words, Senate Republicans were able to spend on average 82% more per office than their Democratic counterparts.\textsuperscript{163}

The situation in the Assembly was similar. Majority members spent, on average, $161,575.80 in that time period, while minority members spent $109,804.50 – an average difference of $51,771.13. Assembly Democrats spend on average 47% more per office than Assembly Republicans.

The stark disparities in funding can be seen in Figures 1 and 2 below.

### CONCLUSIONS ABOUT 2005 RULES CHANGES

Neither the Senate nor the Assembly has taken steps to create a more efficient legislature that allocates funds fairly. However, if the Legislature adopts the other recommendations we have made in this report, members may be forced to cut back on frivolous or over-politicized bill drafting; if legislators must attend committee meetings and hearings, draft committee reports, and publicly consider and debate bills in the full chamber, there will be far less time to write and introduce bills that have no chance of reaching the floor.
But if such changes are made, all legislators must have the resources to do their jobs properly. The base allocation of funds – representing the bulk of office and staff allowances for all legislators – should be distributed equally within each chamber, regardless of party, as it is done in Congress. Anything less is profoundly unjust, not only to the legislators, but most importantly, to the constituents they represent.

While it could be argued that the increased responsibilities that come with certain leadership positions entitle a few members to extra resources and staff, the need for such resources should be small compared to the base amount of funds needed by all legislators. Additional resources provided for “extra” responsibilities should be based on objective criteria, unrelated to party affiliation.
RETROGRADE SENATE ACTION

Of all the steps taken by the Legislature since the 2004 Report, the most disturbing was the Senate’s cynical decision to require all future rules changes to be considered and approved by the Rules Committee of the Senate, rather than being raised and approved by the full chamber on the floor. The change of venue for future rules changes not only gave Senate Leadership veto power over any change; it also has made the Senate even more opaque. Voters will now have a very difficult time learning which new rules have been proposed and which legislators voted against them. This is especially true because, unlike other committees in the Senate, the Rules Committee has no stated meeting times and does not publicly record votes or keep minutes.

In fact, in 2005, Senators submitted eleven proposed rules changes to the Senate Rules Committee. These included rules changes to: restore recorded votes on discharge motions and amendments; require 60% of approval of the full Senate before permitting the use of a message of necessity; allow any Senator to request an explanation on the need for a message of necessity and to speak on such message; reduce limits on discharge motions; provide equal resources for all Senators; end time limits on debate; end absentee voting in committee; and restore authority for changing Senate Rules to the full Senate. There is nothing in the public record, however, to indicate that the Rules Committee has debated, or even considered, these proposals.

This new rule should be repealed in 2007.
THE IMPORTANCE OF RULES REFORM

In the 2004 Report, we documented five direct injuries that resulted from New York’s broken legislative process. They were:

- **Failed Representation.** Legislators were prevented from fully and faithfully representing the people of New York. Rank and file members were shut out of the legislative process. Leadership decided when bills could be passed and in what form. As a result, New Yorkers’ voices were not fully heard, and bills were not tested to ensure they reflected the public’s views.

- **Ineffective Government without Deliberation.** A moribund committee system robbed New Yorkers of the benefits of having multiple sources of innovative policy development and expertise and a mechanism to gather evidence, debate solutions and draft legislation that reflects such efforts. The absence of debate and amendments by rank-and-file members prior to a final floor vote allowed unnecessarily flawed bills to pass into law.

- **Inaccessible Government.** Members of the public had no opportunity to comment on or review legislation prior to its passage. Moreover, it was frequently difficult, if not impossible, for voters to determine how their representatives performed. In addition, there was no way to know whether a Senator physically attended a committee meeting, or voted by proxy. Finally, legislative party conferences, where the most significant discussion between members occurred, were entirely closed to the public.

- **Absence of Public Accountability.** For two reasons, it was exceptionally difficult for members of the public to hold their elected officials accountable: (1) most rank-and-file members were shut out of most of the legislative process; and (2) there was very little publicly available information about the Legislature’s actual practices.

- **Inefficiency.** Legislators introduced a massive number of bills and passed an exceptionally low percentage of them. There was no institutional mechanism for resolving small differences between similar bills passed in each chamber. And funding of legislative resources bore no relation to the size of a member’s district or her responsibilities.

As our review of the empirical evidence from 2005 shows, while some modest reforms were made at the start of that year, the broken legislative process has not been substantially fixed by either chamber: there were no substantive committee reports on major legislation; proxy voting in Senate committees continued to be commonplace; there were almost no hearings specifically addressing major legislation; not a single bill was voted down on the chamber floor in 2005; there was almost no debate on major legislation on the floor of either chamber; and there were almost no conference committees used to resolve differences for any
major non-budget-related legislation. In both 2005 and 2006, resources continued to be allocated to legislators based on party affiliation and loyalty shown to leadership, rather than district size or responsibility.
CONCLUSION

In 2004, we wrote that “New York State’s legislative process is broken.” And after the 2005 rules changes and promises of further reform, it is still broken. New Yorkers continue to pay a heavy price for the Legislature’s dysfunction, deprived of the deliberative, transparent and dynamic legislature they deserve.

Following the publication of the 2004 Report, leaders in the Senate and Assembly responded to our call for twenty-two changes to the legislative rules by cherry-picking a handful and ignoring the vast majority. The result was that while the Legislature (in particular, the Assembly) took some steps toward a more open and accountable process, transformative reform was averted.

The Legislature is about to get another chance. In January 2007, the Senate and Assembly will again have the opportunity to change their operating rules. If the New York State Legislature is to become the representative, deliberative, accessible, accountable and efficient legislative body that most legislators claim to want, and that their leaders promised, each chamber will have to take at least the following four steps at that time:

■ Strengthen the Committee Process
  ■ A minority of committee members must be able to force a public hearing on a bill unless a majority of the committee publicly votes to reject the request.
  ■ Committee members must be able to force a timely and public committee vote on a particular bill, even if the committee chairperson objects.

■ End the Stranglehold That Leadership Has Over Bills Getting to the Floor.
  Provide a mechanism for rank-and-file legislators in the Legislature to bring bills that have been voted favorably out of committee, or have the support of a majority of members, to the floor for debate and a vote (even over the objection of the Majority Leader or Speaker).

■ Institutionalize Conference Committees.
  When bills addressing the same subject have been passed by both chambers, a conference committee should be convened at the request of the prime sponsor from each chamber or the Speaker and Majority Leader.

■ End Leadership Control over Resources and Staff
  ■ The bulk of office and staff allowances should be distributed equally to all legislators within each chamber, regardless of party. And additional resources provided for “extra” responsibilities should be considerably less
than the base amount and allocated using objective criteria, unrelated to party affiliation.

Each committee must have the power to hire and fire professional committee staff, independent of the preferences of the Speaker or Majority Leader.
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Telephone Interview with Assemblyman Grannis, supra note 14; Telephone Interview with Senator Krueger and Brad Usher, supra note 14; Telephone Interview with Assemblyman Kirwan, supra note 131; Telephone Interview with Senator Schneiderman, supra note 59.
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Telephone Interview with Assemblyman Schroeder, supra note 14; Telephone Interview with Assembly Member A, supra note 13; Telephone Interview with Assemblyman Grannis, supra
149 In the United States Congress, it is sometimes complained that conference committees are dominated by a few individuals, which leaves them unrepresentative of the full chambers and especially vulnerable to special interest pressure. See, e.g., Seth Grossman, *Tricameral Legislating: Statutory Interpretation in an Era of Conference Committee Ascendancy*, 9 *N.Y.U. J. LEGIS. & PUB. POL’Y* 251 (2006). That complaint would likely be inapplicable to the notion of conference committees in New York, where the Speaker and Majority Leader already dominate the policymaking process—and are abetted in their dominance by the ability to make deals in private, outside of any formal bargaining structure. Moreover, federal laws do not require Congress’s conference committees to be open to the public or even to legislators from the other party, which means that lawmakers may be able to do “secret tinkering” to bills in the hope that no one will notice. See Richard E. Cohen, *The Third House Rises*, 33 *Nat’l J.* 2397 (2001); Editorial, *Secrecy Breeds Bad Lawmaking*, SYRACUSE POST-STANDARD, Feb. 14, 2006, at A10. In New York, by contrast, state law requires conference committees to be open affairs. See supra note 110 (N.Y. PUB. OFF. LAW Art. 7, § 108). Given the functional and legal baseline from which the New York legislature is operating, greater use of conference committees would make the legislative process unambiguously more representative and transparent, not less.
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166 Telephone Interview with Senator Schneiderman, supra note 59.
167 E-mail from Brad Usher, Chief of Staff for Senator Liz Krueger (Aug. 24, 2006) (on file with the Brennan Center).
168 *Id.*
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METHODOLOGY

Data Set. The research for this report focused primarily on the set of laws passed in 2005 that were identified by McKinney’s Session Laws of New York as “major legislation.” McKinney’s Session Laws of New York III – XXVII (2005). For a list of these 317 laws, see Appendix.


Bill Introduction, Intra-Chamber Passage, and Enactment. The Legislative Digest reports the number of bills introduced by each chamber in 2005 (6,021 in the Senate and 9,078 in the Assembly). To calculate the number of these bills passed by each chamber, the authors used the Legislative Digest bill history for all bills introduced in 2005. The number of bills enacted into law was calculated as the number of bills that were passed by both chambers and signed by the Governor plus the number of bills that were approved by two-thirds of both chambers after initially being passed by both chambers and vetoed by the Governor. The number of bills passed by a single chamber (i.e., the Assembly or Senate) includes the number of bills enacted into law and the number of bills passed only by the chamber in question. Legislative Bill Drafting Commission, State of New York Legislative Digest (2005).

Committee Assignments. The rules of both chambers prescribe the number of legislators that will sit on each standing committee. The average number of committee assignments per member was calculated by summing the number of legislators per standing committee and dividing by the number of legislators in the chamber.

Frequency of Committee Meetings. The authors were able to obtain schedules of meetings of the standing committees but not confirmation that meetings actually took place on these dates. We reviewed the 2005 and 2006 “Final Legislative Wrap-Up” Prepared by the Minority Policy Development, Counsel’s Office and Finance Office,” as well as interviews with legislators, their staff and legislative counsel in both chambers.

Committee Minutes. The Assembly does require committees to take minutes of meetings. A review by the Brennan Center of Senate committee minutes shows
that they do not provide any relevant information about the actions taken during the meeting that do not show up in other forms, such as committee voting records. Interviews with Senators and their staff confirmed this fact.

Committee Hearings. Neither chamber keeps detailed, publicly available records of hearings held by committees. The Brennan Center e-mailed the Chair of every committee in both chambers and asked whether, during the 2005 and 2006 session, their committees held any hearings on major legislation. Only Senator Fuschillo, chair of the Senate Consumer Protection Committee, recalled a hearing on a piece of major legislation that eventually passed into law: S3942A, or A4254A. In determining how often the Senate held committee hearings on specific legislation we also reviewed the Senate Calendars, which showed the number of hearings during 2005 and 2006, but did not identify any bills to be discussed at these hearings. The Assembly provides announcements of public hearings on its website, so the authors used this source to examine the hearings held in 2005. While several Assembly committees held regarding specific legislation, none of these bills was enacted into law in 2005 and thus none appeared in our sample. In addition to this review, we interviewed a Records Officer at the Assembly Public Information Office (July 6, 2006) and were told that there were no hearings on major legislation in 2005. Finally, the Brennan Center Senate and Assembly FOIL Requests included a request for information on “whether or not a hearing was held on” major legislation in 2005. Neither the Senate nor the Assembly provided any record or transcript of hearings on major legislation passed in 2005 in response to these requests.

Committee Votes. To determine the amount of opposition faced by each of our major pieces of legislation in committee, the authors examined committee vote records provided by the Assembly Public Information Office and the Senate Journal Clerk’s Office.

Committee Reports. The FOIL requests made of both chambers included a request for any committee reports. The Senate Journal Clerk’s Office sent us reports for 261 of the 317 major bills, which we reviewed. We did not receive any committee reports from the Assembly.

Floor Debate. Information on debate was collected from the floor transcripts provided by the Senate Journal Clerk’s Office and the Assembly Public Information Office. We distinguished between substantive debate and mere grandstanding, such as the explanation of a member’s vote after the passage of the bill, by determining whether a question was asked by a member before the vote.

Amendments. The rules of both the Senate and Assembly stipulate that the number of amendments be indicated with a letter at the end of the bill number (i.e. A1234A has been amended once, S5678B has been amended twice, etc.). The final printed bill number of each major law thus indicates if it has been amended and how many times. The authors used the State of New York Legislative
Digest, compiled by the Legislative Bill Drafting Commission, to determine whether the bill was amended in committee or on a third reading. The authors also used the floor debate transcripts received from the Senate Journal Clerk’s Office and the Assembly Public Information Office to determine if any of the amendments were debated on and agreed to by the full chamber.

Messages of Necessity. The Legislative Digest contains notation indicating whether a message of necessity was associated with a bill. The authors used this resource to compile statistics on the frequency of its use.

Floor Votes. To determine the amount of opposition to bills on the floor of each chamber, the authors used voting records for each bill obtained using the New York State Legislative Session Information website, available at http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/menuf.cgi.

Timing of Passage. To determine the percentage of bills passed in the final three days or during extraordinary session, we used the bill history provided in the Legislative Digest for each of our pieces of major legislation.

Legislative Expenditures. There are no records kept of how much money each legislator receives to run his or her office. Blair Horner, legislative director of the New York Public Interest Research Group, provided the authors with information on how much each legislator spent from October 1, 2005 through March 31, 2006.

Interviews with Legislators and Staff. As noted throughout the report, the data obtained through Freedom of Information requests were at times incomplete; moreover, many records that would shed crucial light on the legislative process are simply not produced by either chamber. As a complement to the empirical data that were available, the authors sought additional evidence from legislators and staff to determine how, if at all, the 2005 rules changes affected business in the Assembly and Senate. Interviewees were given the option of remaining anonymous in this document, both to encourage candid responses and to protect legislators and staff from any negative consequences. Accordingly, citations to interviews with individuals who opted to remain anonymous have been coded with alphabetical identifiers in the footnotes.
# APPENDIX

## MCKINNEY’S MAJOR LEGISLATION, 2005

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1500</td>
<td>S216A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4975A</td>
<td>S5848A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4431A</td>
<td>S2236A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1092A</td>
<td>S5891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4742A</td>
<td>S5740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4972A</td>
<td>S1925A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5209</td>
<td>S2803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5779A</td>
<td>S2940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6082B</td>
<td>S5050A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6655A</td>
<td>S1853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2338</td>
<td>S1853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4362</td>
<td>S2704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5349A</td>
<td>S760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6088A</td>
<td>S4580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6761B</td>
<td>S890B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6889A</td>
<td>S5508A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6916A</td>
<td>S8960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6655A</td>
<td>S1853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3489A</td>
<td>S7928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1264</td>
<td>S2440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2928</td>
<td>S1591B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6454B</td>
<td>S5649A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7228</td>
<td>S5259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A8120</td>
<td>S3539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3971A</td>
<td>S5465A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3489A</td>
<td>S7928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6714</td>
<td>S3460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2928</td>
<td>S3460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6722A</td>
<td>S3625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4992A</td>
<td>S5442A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7055A</td>
<td>S4028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A8633</td>
<td>S5633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A714B</td>
<td>S5092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A8698A</td>
<td>S5086A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7170A</td>
<td>S3306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A8813</td>
<td>S5663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7379A</td>
<td>S5731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A8851A</td>
<td>S5742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7496A</td>
<td>S4812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4975A</td>
<td>S5848A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4431A</td>
<td>S2236A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4742A</td>
<td>S5740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4972A</td>
<td>S1925A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5209</td>
<td>S2803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5779A</td>
<td>S2940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6082B</td>
<td>S5050A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6655A</td>
<td>S1853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2338</td>
<td>S1853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4362</td>
<td>S2704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5349A</td>
<td>S760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6088A</td>
<td>S4580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6761B</td>
<td>S890B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6889A</td>
<td>S5508A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6916A</td>
<td>S8960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6655A</td>
<td>S1853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3489A</td>
<td>S7928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6714</td>
<td>S3460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2928</td>
<td>S3460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6722A</td>
<td>S3625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4992A</td>
<td>S5442A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7055A</td>
<td>S4028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A8633</td>
<td>S5633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A714B</td>
<td>S5092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A8698A</td>
<td>S5086A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7170A</td>
<td>S3306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A8813</td>
<td>S5663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7379A</td>
<td>S5731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A8851A</td>
<td>S5742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7496A</td>
<td>S4812</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| A6146, S3100 | S4742B, A7672B | S2527, A6538 | S5185, A7821 |
| A6577, S4862A | S4746, A8837 | S2714A, A239A | S5282, A8455 |
| A6793A, S3737 | S4773A, A8076A | S2822A, A7032 | S5323, A8274 |
| A7255B, S4854A | S4814A, A7494A | S2828D, A6852C | S5801, A2625A |
| A7421, S5072 | S4960A, A7674 | S2963A, A7180A | S1999B, A4375A |
| A7561A, S5744 | S5033, A6960 | S3020, A5766 | S2583B, A5423B |
| A75A, S4225A | S5223A, A8112A | S3154A, A6219B | S4762A, A6838 |
| A8174, S5574 | S5314, A7734 | S3165A, A314A | S5379A, A7265A |
| S3485, A7284 | S5435, A8742 | S317A, A6394A | S5874, A8975 |
| S3701, A6939 | S5536, A8101 | S3250, A7184 | S50001, A40001 |
| S3904, A7819 | S5618, A8830 | S3314A, A6548B | S50003, A40003 |
| A4540C | S5805, A7225A | S3488A, A423A | S1924A, A1238A |
| S5535, A8104 | S5873, A8964 | S3535A, A5448A | S5736A, A8919 |
| S5827, A8937 | S5918, A8994 | S3640, A5490 | S85A, A1075A |
| A1011A, S2826 | S1398B, A6465A | S4060A, A7223A | A6723A, S3626A |
| A4433A, S2924A | S171A, A2374A | S4096A, A7558A | A4257A, S3108A |
| A5521, S4721 | S2707C, A5543C | S4184, A5398 | |
| S4795B, A2550B | S295B, A4469A | A6850A | |
| A5957A, S4089B | S3025A, A1950A | S4719A, A7884A | |
| A7644A, S4560A | S3344A, A7381A | S4985A, A8140A | |
| A7675A, S5055A | S3507, A8228 | S5753A, A2252A | |
| A7878B, S4877B | S4019, A8784 | S850, A872 | |
| A8410A, S5431B | S4059, A8523 | S1168A, A3758A | |
| A8443, S5458 | S4117, A8366 | S1628B, A3635B | |
| A8903, S5764 | S4471B, A7280B | S2617A, A5482A | |
| S2811, A7146 | S4966A, A8387A | S2619, A5479 | |
| S2969B, A2827A | S4574A, A8445A | S3236A, A6143A | |
| S3679, A48A | S4582, A8479 | S3566, A6063 | |
| S4308A, A8829 | S5148B, A8059A | S4342, A6585 | |
| S4400A, A7263A | S5226, A8767 | S4652, A8405 | |
| S4699, A7262A | S5329A, A7095A | S4837, A8296 | |
| S4704A, A7637A | S5368, A8658 | S5081, A8227 | |
| S5152, A8126 | S5506, A6874 | S5192A, A3711B | |
| S5625, A8453 | S5568, A8434 | S5620, A8723 | |
| S5825, A8990 | S5617, A8780 | S5757, A7638B | |
| S677, A5624 | S5774, A8918 | S842B, A3633B | |
| A8894, S479A | S5786, A7603A | S5065A, A5101A | |
| S2223A, A7341A | S5831A, A25 | S5358, A8356 | |
| S2232, A4436 | S5880, A8980 | S5377, A395 | |
| S26B, A3678B | S5898, A981 | S5491A, A8586A | |
| S2778A, A8461 | S5921, A8999 | S5576A, A8005B | |
| A2812, A7142A | S5930, A9010 | S5830, A8944 | |
| A4135A, A8651 | S918A, A4853A | S5833, A2547A | |
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